ECMA TC39 TG1
April 28, 2005

Teleconference

Attendees

• Francis Cheng
• Edwin Smith
• Bill Schulze
• Jeff Dyer

Agenda

• Review latest changes to ISO E4X draft
• Next steps for ISO standard

ISO E4X Review

• Give names to the punctuation characters in the lexical grammar (8.3) productions. [Action: Francis]
• Add “opt” subscript to symbols in semantics to match those in the syntax (11.1.4) [Action: Francis]
• Add definitions to the definitions section (3) [Francis]
• Make change to address the first Ecma comment regarding [[InScopeNamespaces]] [Jeff].

Next steps

• Final review of final draft of DIS and disposition of comments
• Send sneak preview to Japan representative to see if they will change vote to YES